Recreational Vehicle
Manufacturer

Recreational Vehicles are

‘designed with legendary attention to detail’.
Manufacturers strive to provide
their RV customers with a better driving experience.
Precision, quality and durability are the key to success
in the RV’s they manufacture. They expect these same
values from any suppliers they work with. Wiley Metal
consistently delivers in these areas providing
Recreational Vehicle Manufacturer’s with not only quality
RV doors and hardware but also in a timely manner.

From the day the our client’s RV brand originated,
a progressive vision set these prestigious recreational
vehicles apart. Built to perform at a higher standard
of excellence that goes beyond what meets the eye,
our client is driven by an unending pursuit for precision
and quality inside and out. Over the years, legendary
product integrity and customer loyalty have
combined to build a powerful brand.

Challenges
Our RV client is driven to produce prestigious
recreational vehicles that are built to perform
at higher standard.

PRECISION

QUALITY

DURABILITY

are keys to their business.

Their ATTENTION TO DETAIL is legendary.
Provide customers with not only a
structurally sound vehicle but
VISUALLY APPEALING FROM THE

INSIDE OUT TO EVEN THE IN-BETWEEN
They have built a powerful
brand based on their higher quality of RVs.

The Solution
Wiley Metal is driven to accommodate our client’s needs
and supplies our client with quality doors as well as RV hardware.

OPEN COMMUNICATION
led Wiley Metal to Be ADAPTABLE

building a close relationship allowed
Wiley Metal to stay on top of trends and meet
marketplace demands for new products.

A well laid out

RESPONSIVE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
allowed fulfillment of product requests in
2 WEEKS TIME or less.

EXCEPTIONAL MANAGEMENT TOOLS

gives clients confidence that Wiley Metal is
able to produce a certain part and fulfill
orders within set time periods.

Results

WILEY METAL’S RELATIONSHIP CONTINUES TO GROW
WITH OUR RV MANUFACTURING CLIENT.
Wiley Metal’s desire for quality, detail and
precision in the products we produce aligns well with the
product integrity that drives our RV manufacturing client
forward as well. Wiley Metal has provided exceptional
customer service in order to help our clients schedule and
floor run smoothly through the production process.
Our RV manufacturing client has been able to
introduce many new model types over the last year,
and there has been a

67.19%

increase in sales
with our client.

